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Abstract

The Martian elastic lithosphere thickness Te has recently been constrained by model-

ing the geodynamical response to loading at the Martian polar caps and Te was found

to exceed 300 km at the north pole today. Geological evidence suggests that Mars

has been volcanically active in the recent past and we have reinvestigated the Mar-

tian thermal evolution, identifying models which are consistent with Te > 300 km

and the observed recent magmatic activity. We find that although models satisfying

both constraints can be constructed, special assumptions regarding the concentra-

tion and distribution of radioactive elements, the style of mantle convection and/or

the mantle’s volatile content need to be made. If a dry mantle rheology is assumed,

strong plumes caused by, e.g., a strongly pressure dependent mantle viscosity or

endothermic phase transitions near the core-mantle boundary are required to allow

for decompression melting in the heads of mantle plumes. For a wet mantle, large

mantle water contents of the order of 1000 ppm are required to allow for partial

mantle melting. Also, for a moderate crustal enrichment of heat producing, elements

the planet’s bulk composition needs to be 25% and 50% sub-chondritic for dry and

wet mantle rheologies, respectively. Even then, models resulting in a globally aver-

aged elastic thicknesses of Te > 300 km are difficult to reconcile with most elastic

thickness estimates available for the Hesperian and Amazonian periods. It therefore

seems likely that large elastic thicknesses in excess of 300 km are not representa-

tive for the bulk of the planet and that Te possibly shows a large degree of spatial

heterogeneity.

Key words: Mars; Mars Interior; Thermal Histories; Geophysics
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1 Introduction

In the absence of direct measurements, the elastic lithosphere thickness Te

is one of the few clues we have to the thermal state a planet, enabling us

to reconstruct its thermal history. The latter significantly influences tectonic,

magmatic and geological processes present on the surface and Phillips et al.

(2008) have recently studied the geodynamical response of the Martian litho-

sphere to loading by the northern polar cap to constrain the present day

Martian elastic lithosphere thickness.

Using radar sounding data obtained by SHARAD, the shallow radar onboard

the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter, Phillips et al. (2008) found that the Martian

lithosphere is extremely stiff and Te is larger than 300 km at the north pole

today. This is surprising as this value is almost twice as large as previously

estimated from theoretical considerations (Grott and Breuer, 2008a). Also,

the best fit elastic thickness derived from flexure studies of the south polar

load yields Te = 140 km, although any value greater than 102 km can fit the

observations (Wieczorek, 2008).

Phillips et al. (2008) propose three solutions to explain these large elastic

thicknesses: First, elastic thicknesses could be spatially heterogeneous, being

small near the volcanic centers of Tharsis and Elysium and large in the polar
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regions. In this case, the estimated Te > 300 km would not be representative

for the bulk of the planet and the average elastic thickness would be somewhat

smaller. Second, the Planum Boreum load could not be in dynamic equilib-

rium, i.e., the small amount of deflection could result from a transient state of

the planetary interior. In this case, the current elastic thickness at the north

pole could be smaller than 300 km. Finally, if Te > 300 km is representative

for the bulk of the planet, the planetary interior needs to be relatively cold

and Phillips et al. (2008) propose that the bulk concentration of radiogenic

elements in the Martian interior could be sub-chondritic.

Of these approaches, the last two appear to be problematic: First, as shown

by Phillips et al. (2008), it is difficult to construct models with small elastic

thicknesses that do not result in deflections well exceeding the observed value

one Myr after loading. Second, geochemical analysis of the SNC meteorites

implies essentially chondritic concentrations of radioactive elements (Wänke

and Dreibus, 1994; Treiman et al., 1986; Lodders and Fegley, 1997). Further-

more, if the concentration of heat producing elements in the Martian interior is

indeed reduced, the resulting low interior temperatures could possibly inhibit

partial mantle melting and magmatism. However, geological evidence suggests

that Mars has been volcanically active in the recent past [e.g., Neukum et al.

(2004)].

This study will explore the implications of large elastic thicknesses and we will

assume that Te > 300 km is globally representative. We will reinvestigate the
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Martian thermal evolution considering wet as well as dry mantle rheologies.

Different compositional models in terms of the bulk content of heat producing

elements will be investigated and models which are compatible with the large

elastic thicknesses reported by Phillips et al. (2008) will be identified. Fur-

thermore, the evolution of the elastic lithosphere thickness predicted by these

models will be compared to the available elastic thickness estimates derived

from gravity and topography data (McGovern et al., 2004; Belleguic et al.,

2005; Hoogenboom and Smrekar, 2006; Wieczorek, 2008), forward modeling

of thrust faults (Schultz and Watters, 2001; Grott et al., 2006), the analysis of

rift flank uplift (Grott et al., 2005; Kronberg et al., 2007) and the new estimate

by Phillips et al. (2008). Finally, we will address the question of whether these

models are compatible with the production of partial melt in the Martian

mantle today.

2 Model

2.1 Thermal evolution and elastic thickness

The thermal evolution of Mars is modelled solving the energy balance equa-

tions for the core, mantle and lithosphere, treating the mantle energy transport

by parametrized convection models using scaling laws for stagnant lid convec-

tion (Grasset and Parmentier, 1998). The model is similar to that of Grott

and Breuer (2008a) and we ignore crustal production. Instead, we assume
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that the bulk of the crust is primordial and although there is evidence for late

crustal production even after 4 Gyr (Hartmann et al., 1999; Hartmann and

Berman, 2000; Neukum et al., 2004; Grott, 2005), its volumetric contribution

is probably minor on a global scale (Nimmo and Tanaka, 2005). Note that

the latent heat of melting associated with crustal production can have a large

influence on the total amount of melt produced during the evolution (Hauck

and Phillips, 2002), but does not significantly affect the current thermal state

of Mars as it is expected to change the mantle energy balance by less than one

percent. Details of the model used here may be found in Grott and Breuer

(2008a).

Thermal evolution models start from temperature profiles that vary adiabat-

ically in the core and mantle and the core is assumed to be superheated with

respect to the mantle by 300 K (Stevenson, 2001; Breuer and Spohn, 2003).

Cooling of the planet is then controlled by mantle convection and the mantle

viscosity determines the efficiency of the heat transport, the thickness of the

thermal boundary layers and the temperatures in the Martian lithosphere.

Given the thermal structure of the lithosphere, the elastic lithosphere thick-

nesses Te is calculated using the strength envelope formalism (McNutt et al.,

1988) for the two-layer system consisting of crust and mantle. Given the rhe-

ologies for the crust and mantle the elastic thicknesses of the individual crustal

and mantle layers Te,c and Te,m are calculated. As the numerical results will

be compared to the elastic thickness derived from the non-flexed lithosphere
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at the north pole, zero bending moment is assumed for the calculation of Te,c

and Te,m.

The elastic thickness of the compound system consisting of the crust and

mantle layers then depends on whether the individual layers are welded or

separated by a layer of incompetent crust. If the layers are detached, Te is

given by

Te = (T 3
e,m + T 3

e,c)
1
3 (1)

where Te,m and Te,c are the thicknesses of the elastic portions of the mantle and

crust, respectively (e.g., Burov and Diament (1995)). If, however, Te,c equals

the crustal thickness and no layer of incompetent crust exists, Te is simply

given by the sum of the individual components which then act as a single

plate and

Te = Te,m + Te,c (2)

Details of the this model may be found in Grott and Breuer (2008a).

2.2 Recent volcanism caused by mantle plumes

There are two alternative explanations for the persistence of volcanism on

Mars today. Recent production of partial melt in the Martian mantle could

be caused by decompression melting in the heads of uprising mantle plumes

(O’Neill et al., 2007; Li and Kiefer, 2007) or by heat accumulation underneath
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regions of a thickened, thermally isolating crust (Schumacher and Breuer,

2007). In order to determine whether partial mantle melting is feasible on

Mars today, we compare the temperature of mantle plumes to the solidus of

peridotite. The effect of a thermally isolating crust will be discussed in Section

5. In our parameterized models, mantle plumes originate at the core-mantle

boundary and the initial plume temperature is given by the core temperature

Tc. Plumes then cool adiabatically as they rise to the surface and the plume

temperature is given by

Tplume = Tc − αgTcz

cm

(3)

where α is the thermal expansion coefficient, g is the gravitational acceleration,

cm is the mantle specific heat capacity and z is the distance from the core-

mantle boundary.

The solidus of peridotite is determined by laboratory experiments and we use

the parameterization

Tsol =1409 + 134.2P − 6581P 2 + 0.154P 3 (4)

where P is the pressure in GPa (Takahashi, 1990).

Given the plume and solidus temperatures Tplume and Tsol, we compute the

temperature difference ΔTlid between Tplume and Tsol at the base of the stag-

nant lid

ΔTlid = Tplume,lid − Tsol,lid (5)
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to determine if partial melt is generated in the convecting mantle. Further-

more, the depth of decompression melting Dmelt, given by the depth at which

Tplume equals Tsol, is also calculated to determine how deep mantle plumes

would have to penetrate into the stagnant lid to generate partial melt (com-

pare Fig. 3).

2.3 Recent volcanism caused by hydrous mantle melting

Laboratory experiments indicate that water is important for the onset of man-

tle melting (Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1996; Asmiov and Langmuir, 2003; Katz et

al., 2003; Hirschmann, 2006) and concentrations in excess of a few hundred

ppm can significantly reduce the solidus of mantle rocks. We investigate the

influence of water on the solidus of peridotite using the parameterization by

Katz et al. (2003). Given the bulk concentration of water in the mantle rock

Xbulk
H20 and the partitioning coefficient DH2O between solid and silicate melt,

the concentration of water in the melt XH2O can be determined from

XH20 =
Xbulk

H2O

DH2O + F (1 − DH2O)
(6)

where F is the melt fraction and DH2O = 0.01 (Katz et al., 2003; Aubaud

et al., 2004). The maximum reduction of the peridotite solidus is reached for

small melt fractions and assuming F = 0 the maximum solidus reduction can

be calculated from

ΔTsol = KXγ
H2O (7)
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where K and γ are experimentally determined constants and K = 43 ◦C

wt%−γ and γ = 0.75 (Katz et al., 2003).

Eq. 7 is only valid for water contents XH2O smaller than the pressure dependent

saturation concentration

Xsat
H2O = χ1P

λ + χ2P (8)

where χ1, χ2 and λ are experimentally determined constants and χ1 = 12 wt%

GPa−λ, χ2 = 1 wt% GPa−1 and λ = 0.6 (Katz et al., 2003). However, for the

thick stagnant lids considered here, melting will occur at depths corresponding

to pressures of at least 4 GPa and XH2O will always be smaller than Xsat
H2O in

the models considered. Therefore, Eq. 7 will be used to estimate how much

water is required to facilitate partial mantle melting.

Note that much less water is needed to be rheologically significant than what

is required to appreciably lower the solidus of mantle rocks. While only 50

ppm H2O will be 50 % saturated in olivine at 2 GPa (Hirth and Kohlstedt,

1996) and lower the viscosity by roughly one order of magnitude, 250 ppm

H2O are required to lower the peridotite solidus by 100 K (Katz et al., 2003).

3 Parameters

The simulations presented here are most sensitive to the amount and distri-

bution of radioactive elements in the silicate portion of Mars and the effi-
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ciency of mantle energy transport. Different models for the bulk composition

of Mars have been proposed (Morgan and Anders, 1979; Treiman et al., 1986;

Wänke and Dreibus, 1994; Lodders and Fegley, 1997), but it seems unlikely

that compositional models which generate heat at rates larger than the chon-

dritic heat production rate (e.g., Lodders and Fegley (1997)) are representative

of the planet’s bulk composition (Hauck and Phillips, 2002; Grott and Breuer,

2008b). The model by Wänke and Dreibus (1994) is the one best compati-

ble with the amount of K and Th in the near surface layers as observed by

gamma ray spectroscopy (Taylor et al., 2006) and we will use this model as a

reference. In the calculations, the total amount of heat producing elements φ

will be varied between 30 and 100 % with respect to this model.

The distribution of heat producing elements between the crust and mantle is

poorly constrained and crustal enrichment factors of 4 (BVSP, 1981; Nimmo

and Stevenson, 2001) to 10 (Schumacher and Breuer, 2006; Grott and Breuer,

2008a; Taylor et al., 2006) with respect to the undepleted mantle are usually

assumed, corresponding to a fraction of 20-50 % of heat producing elements in

the crust. Because the crustal concentration factor is a function of the specific

mode of crustal formation and may vary over a large range, we here assume

the fraction of radioactive elements in the crust Λ to vary between 20 and 80

% (e.g., Parmentier and Zuber (2007)).

The efficiency of mantle energy transport is largely determined by the mantle

viscosity, which in turn is a strong function of the mantle water content and

12
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the operating deformation mechanism. The effective viscosity η = σ/2ε̇, where

σ is shear stress and ε̇ the strain rate, can be estimated from flow laws and is

given by

η =
μn

2A

(
1

σ

)n−1
(

d

b

)m

exp
(

E + pV

RT

)
(9)

where μ is the shear modulus, A an experimentally determined constant, d

the grain size, b the Burgers vector, E the activation energy, V the activation

volume, p the pressure, R the gas constant and T the temperature (Karato

and Wu, 1993).

In the earth’s upper mantle deformation is likely driven by non-Newtonian

dislocation creep, whereas the lower activation volume of Newtonian diffusion

creep favors this mechanism at greater depth, resulting in an almost depth-

independent viscosity in the deep upper mantle. This transition between dislo-

cation and diffusion creep is also supported by models of post-glacial rebound,

which show that deformation is dominated by a linear rheology and allows for

only a thin layer (< 200 km) of non-linearly deforming rocks (Karato and

Wu, 1993). Although due to the reduced gravity the pressures in the Martian

mantle are lower than those in the Earth’s mantle at a given depth, it still

seems likely that diffusion creep dominates the Martian mantle deformation

and this will be the nominal model investigated here. However, the influence

of dislocation creep will be briefly discussed in Sec. 5. We assume values of

μ = 80 GPa, b = 5·10−10 m, d = 10−3 m, p = 3.1 GPa and flow law parameters

13
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are adopted from Karato and Wu (1993).

The viscosity of water-saturated and anhydrous olivine varies by more than

two orders of magnitude (Karato and Wu, 1993) and there is evidence that

small amounts of water are present in the Martian mantle (McSween et al.,

2001; Médard and Grove, 2006). Furthermore, the low elastic thickness values

observed during the early Martian evolution are best compatible with a wet

mantle rheology (Guest and Smrekar, 2007; Grott and Breuer, 2008a). How-

ever, to investigate the whole range of possible evolution scenarios, we will

study wet as well as dry mantle rheologies.

Other parameters used in the calculations are similar to those used by Grott

and Breuer (2008a) and we prescribe an initial upper mantle temperature of

1800 K, an initial core temperature of 2100 K, a crustal thermal conductivity

of 3 W m−1 K−1 (Clauser and Huenges, 1995; Seipold, 1998), a mantle thermal

conductivity of 4 W m−1 K−1 and a crustal thickness of 50 km (Zuber et al.,

2000; Neumann et al., 2004; Wieczorek and Zuber, 2004).

The calculated elastic thickness values are sensitive to the assumed crustal and

mantle rheology. Geochemical evidence suggests that the bulk of the Martian

crust is basaltic (Nimmo and Tanaka, 2005) and there is ample evidence for

water being abundant early in Martian history [e.g., Masson et al. (2001);

Parmentier and Zuber (2007); Andrews-Hanna et al. (2007)]. Therefore, a wet

diabase rheology for the Martian crust is assumed (Caristan, 1982). For the

14
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mantle, wet and dry rheologies (Karato et al., 1986) are used to be consistent

with the rheology used for mantle convection.

Other parameters influencing Te are the strain rate ε̇ and the bounding stress

σ, which were chosen to be 10−14 s−1 (Phillips et al., 2008) and 10 MPa (Burov

and Diament, 1995), respectively.

4 Results

4.1 Elastic thickness

Fig. 1

We have investigated the thermal evolution of Mars for a wide range of con-

centrations of heat producing elements and different distributions of these

elements between the crust and mantle. The elastic thicknesses Te were calcu-

lated from the lithospheric temperatures and the results of these calculations

are shown in Fig. 1, where contour plots of the present day Te are given as

a function of the fraction of radiogenic elements in the crust Λ and the frac-

tion of radiogenic elements with respect to the reference model (Wänke and

Dreibus, 1994) φ for (a) a wet and (b) a dry mantle rheology. The shaded areas

in Fig.1 correspond to models which result in elastic thicknesses in excess of

300 km.

For a wet mantle rheology (Fig.1a), the elastic thickness is larger than 300 km

only if the mantle is strongly depleted of heat producing elements. This implies
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either a high concentration of heat producing elements in the crust of an overall

low concentration in the silicate fraction. If a dry rheology is assumed (Fig.

1b), stagnant lid and elastic thicknesses increase and a higher concentration

of radioactive elements in the mantle is admissible. Depending on mantle

rheology, the concentration of heat producing elements in the Martian interior

needs to be sub-chondritic to satisfy the constraint posed by Te > 300 km.

If a wet mantle rheology is assumed, the bulk concentration of radioactive

elements cannot exceed 35-95 % of the reference concentration, depending

on the crustal enrichment. For a dry rheology, models having 50-100 % the

reference concentration of heat producing elements can satisfy Te > 300 km.

For a moderate crustal enrichment of 50 % (Taylor et al., 2006), the Martian

bulk composition needs to be 25% and 50% sub-chondritic for wet and dry

mantle rheologies, respectively.

Other parameters influencing the elastic thickness values calculated here are

the assumed strain rate ε̇ and bounding stress σB. We have chosen a large

strain rate and low bounding stress to facilitate the generation of large elastic

thicknesses but a different choice of these parameters does not significantly

affect the results presented here. A reduction of ε̇ by one order of magni-

tude decreases the elastic thickness by ∼15 km. Similarly, an increase of the

bounding stress to 20 MPa decreases Te by another ∼15 km. Fig. 2

Having identified the models which result in elastic thicknesses larger than 300

km we have investigated the elastic thickness evolution for these models as a
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function of time. Fig. 2 shows Te as a function of time for (a) and (c) a wet and

(b) and (d) a dry mantle rheology, varying the crustal thermal conductivity

kc. Changing the initial mantle temperature or crustal thickness has a similar

influence (cp. Fig. 4 in Grott and Breuer (2008a)).

The elastic thickness estimates derived from gravity and topography data

(McGovern et al., 2004; Belleguic et al., 2005; Hoogenboom and Smrekar, 2006;

Wieczorek, 2008), forward modeling of thrust faults (Schultz and Watters,

2001; Grott et al., 2006), the analysis of rift flank uplift (Grott et al., 2005;

Kronberg et al., 2007) and the new estimate by Phillips et al. (2008) are also

shown in Fig. 2. We do not consider estimates for which only lower limits

on Te are available (Capri Chasma (McGovern et al., 2004)), as these do

not serve to constrain the thermal evolution, and have substituted 0 km for

a lower limit if only upper bounds existed (Hellas west rim, Hellas Basin,

Noachis Terra, Northeastern Terra Cimmeria and Northeastern Arabia Terra

(McGovern et al., 2004)). Also, we have calculated the mean and standard

error for each structure where multiple estimates were available (Olympus,

Ascraeus, Pavonis and Arsia Montes, Alba Patera and Elysium (McGovern et

al., 2004; Belleguic et al., 2005)).

The time of loading for which the Te estimates have been derived have gen-

erally only be constrained to a specific epoch, which might span several Gyr.

The time coordinate of individual data-point has here been randomly assigned

to fall within the corresponding epoch and the conversion to absolute ages
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has been achieved using the cratering chronological model of Hartmann and

Neukum (2001). Timespans are 100 - 800 Myr for the Noachian, 600 - 900 Myr

for the Noachian - Hesperian, 800 - 1200 Myr for the Hesperian, 900 - 2400

Myr for the Hesperian - Amazonian and 1200 - 4500 Myr for the Amazonian

periods, respectively. Note that the Te values computed using the thermal

evolution model represent global averages and should not be compared to

single datapoints, as individual Te values will to some extent depend on the

geological setting. Rather, they should be compared to the averages of the

corresponding epochs.

For a wet mantle rheology (Fig. 2a and c) elastic thicknesses during the early

evolution are satisfactorily reproduced and Te grows rapidly after 1-1.5 Ga.

Predicted elastic thicknesses during the Amazonian are larger by up to a factor

of 3 than most estimates, but satisfy the constraint posed by Te > 300 km

today. The results are very similar if crustal concentration factors Λ of 0.5

(Fig. 2a) and 0.65 (Fig. 2c) are assumed, though larger crustal concentrations

tend to yield better fits during the early evolution. The bulk concentrations of

heat producing elements in Fig. 2a and c correspond to φ = 0.5 and φ = 0.65,

respectively.

If a dry mantle rheology is assumed (Fig. 2b and d) the low elastic thickness

values observed during the Noachian and early Hesperian periods are difficult

to reproduce. For a moderate crustal enrichment and Λ = 0.5 elastic thick-

nesses rapidly grow beyond 100 km before 500 Myr. Due to the inefficient

18
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mantle cooling associated with the dry rheology, lithospheric growth is slow

thereafter, but the predicted elastic thicknesses exceed most reported values in

the Amazonian by up to a factor of 3. Today, Te values of 300 km are reached.

If higher crustal enrichment factors are assumed and Λ = 0.65, the planet cools

less efficiently and elastic thicknesses smaller than 50 km can be maintained

up to 500 Myr. Therefore, although special parameters need to be chosen in

order to fit the observations, a dry mantle rheology cannot be ruled out. The

bulk concentrations of heat producing elements in Fig. 2b and d correspond

to φ = 0.75 and φ = 1, respectively.

4.2 Recent volcanism

In order to determine whether the models resulting in Te > 300 km could

explain recent volcanism, we have investigated the thermal structure of the

mantle and lithosphere and calculated the temperature of mantle plumes rising

from the core-mantle boundary to the surface. Two representative temperature

profiles for models using (a) a wet and (b) a dry mantle rheology are shown in

Fig. 3. Both models result in Te = 300 km today and the fraction of radiogenic

elements in the crust Λ is 0.5. For the wet rheology model φ = 0.5 and for the

dry rheology φ = 0.75, respectively. Fig. 3

Fig. 3 shows todays mantle temperature profiles calculated using the ther-

mal evolution model, the plume temperatures calculated using Eq. 3 and the
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peridotite solidus. For the wet rheology (Fig. 3a), mantle energy transport is

very efficient and the mantle rapidly cools, resulting in an upper mantle tem-

perature of only 1500 K today. The plume temperature exceeds the mantle

temperature by ∼40 K, but at the base of the stagnant lid the plume tem-

perature is still ∼450 K smaller than the peridotite solidus. This implies that

partial mantle melting is not expected for this model. The depth of decompres-

sion melting, given by the intersection of the plume and solidus temperatures,

is ∼60 km implying that more than 85 % of the stagnant lid would need to

be penetrated by the plume in order to reach this shallow depth.

If a dry rheology is assumed (Fig. 3a), mantle temperatures remain higher due

to the inefficient cooling of the planet. Upper mantle temperatures are close

to 1800 K and the difference between plume and solidus temperatures is ∼200

K at the base of the stagnant lid. The plume would have to rise to a depth of

280 km to initiate decompression melting, corresponding to a penetration of

35 % into the stagnant lid. Fig. 4

Fig. 4 shows the results of this analysis for the complete range of models

investigated. Figs. 4a and b show contour plots of the depth of decompression

melting Dmelt with respect to the thickness of the stagnant lid Dlid in per

cent for (a) a wet and (b) a dry mantle rheology. The temperature difference

between plume temperature and the solidus of peridotite ΔTlid is given in

Figs. 4c and d for (c) a wet and (d) a dry mantle rheology. Shaded regions in

Fig. 4 correspond to models which yield Te > 300 km as determined from Fig.
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1.

If a wet mantle rheology is assumed decompression melting is initiated if the

plumes penetrate to depths corresponding to 15 % of the stagnant lid thickness

(Figs 4a). This implies that 85 % of the lid would need to be penetrated by

the plume in order to generate partial melt. For a dry mantle rheology the

depth of decompression melting Dmelt is significantly increased as the mantle

temperature is large due to the inefficient mantle cooling. Dmelt corresponds

to 70 % of the stagnant lid thickness implying that only 30 % of the lid would

need to be eroded by the plume (Figs 4b).

The temperature difference ΔTlid between plume and solidus temperature is

∼400 K and ∼120 K for models satisfying the constraint posed by Te >

300 km for wet (Fig. 4c) and dry (Fig. 4d) mantle rheologies, respectively.

As the presence of water is known to lower the peridotite solidus (Hirth and

Kohlstedt, 1996; Asmiov and Langmuir, 2003; Katz et al., 2003; Hirschmann,

2006) partial mantle melting might be initiated for a wet mantle if the water

concentration Xbulk
H2O is sufficiently high. Fig. 5 shows the reduction of the Fig. 5

peridotite solidus ΔTsol as a function of the water content of the mantle rocks

Xbulk
H2O. Given that a solidus reduction of 400 K is needed to induce partial

melting, water concentrations of the order of 2000 ppm would be required.

Note, however, that this may overestimate the required mantle water content

as plumes might penetrate into the stagnant lid, thus reducing the difference

between plume and solidus temperature ΔTsol. Fig. 6
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Finally we have calculated the surface heat flow Fs which can be expected if

the elastic lithosphere thickness exceeds 300 km on Mars today. The results

of these calculations are shown in Fig. 6, where the surface heat flow Fs is

given as a function of Λ and φ. Depending on the crustal concentration of

heat producing elements, the surface heat flow is in the range of 11-20 mW

m−2 if a wet mantle rheology is assumed (Fig. 6a). For a dry mantle rheology,

Fs is expected to be 14-20 mW m−2 (Fig. 6b).

5 Discussion and Conclusions

The geodynamic response of the Martian lithosphere to loading at the north-

ern polar cap indicates that the elastic lithosphere thickness Te is larger than

300 km at the north pole today (Phillips et al., 2008). We have reinvestigated

the thermal evolution of Mars and identified models which satisfy the con-

straint posed by Te > 300 km. Depending on the rheology of the Martian

mantle, elastic lithosphere thicknesses in excess of 300 km can be obtained

for sub-chondritic as well as chondritic bulk concentrations of heat produc-

ing elements. If a wet mantle rheology is assumed, the bulk concentration

of radioactive elements cannot exceed 95 % of the chondritic concentration.

However, for a dry mantle rheology the bulk concentration of heat producing

elements does not need to be sub-chondritic, provided that heat producing

elements are strongly enriched in the crust, i.e., at least 65 % of the planet’s
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inventory of heat producing elements is situated there. For a moderate crustal

enrichment of 50 % (Taylor et al., 2006), the Martian bulk composition needs

to be 25% and 50% sub-chondritic for wet and dry mantle rheologies, respec-

tively.

Having identified models satisfying Te > 300 km we have compared the pre-

dicted elastic thickness evolution to the values available in the literature.

Gravity and topography data (McGovern et al., 2004; Belleguic et al., 2005;

Hoogenboom and Smrekar, 2006) and the analysis of rift flank uplift (Grott et

al., 2005; Kronberg et al., 2007) indicate that the elastic lithosphere thickness

did not exceed 40 km in the Noachian and early Hesperian periods. These

low elastic thickness values are best compatible with a wet mantle rheology

and a dry rheology only fits these observations if a high crustal enrichment

of radiogenic elements is assumed. Therefore, although a dry mantle rheology

cannot be ruled out, a wet mantle rheology is clearly preferred. These results

are similar to those presented by Guest and Smrekar (2007) and Grott and

Breuer (2008a), who also concluded that the low elastic thickness values in

the Noachian are best compatible with wet crustal and mantle rheologies.

During the Hesperian, elastic thicknesses rapidly increase, as is also predicted

by the models presented here. In our models, this increase is caused by the

loss of the incompetent lower crustal layer (Guest and Smrekar, 2007; Grott

and Breuer, 2008a), but a transition from a wet to a dry crustal rheology has

also been considered (Guest and Smrekar, 2007).
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During the Amazonian period the elastic thickness values predicted using mod-

els satisfying Te > 300 km overestimate most Te values by a factor of 2-3 and

it has been speculated that this may be due to the fact that most Te estimates

in this period are associated with volcanoes and magmatic activity (Phillips et

al., 2008). Thermal evolution models using chondritic concentrations of heat

producing elements and Λ = 50% yield much better fits to the available esti-

mates and result in elastic thicknesses of 150-200 km today (Grott and Breuer,

2008a). Therefore, it seems unlikely that large elastic thicknesses in excess of

300 km are representative for the bulk of the planet (Phillips et al., 2008).

Geological evidence suggests that Mars has been volcanically active in the

recent past [e.g., Neukum et al. (2004)] and we have investigated if partial

mantle melting is feasible for the models satisfying Te > 300 km. We find that

decompression melting in the heads of mantle plumes is possible if plumes pen-

etrate 85 % and 30 % into the stagnant lid for wet and dry mantle rheologies,

respectively. While even strong plumes are not expected to cause lithospheric

undulations of the order required for a wet rheology, plumes rising 30 % into

the stagnant lid can be produced if the dry mantle viscosity is strongly pressure

dependent and significantly increases with depth or if endothermic phase tran-

sitions are present close to the core-mantle boundary (Buske, 2006). Therefore,

decompression melting is feasible if a dry mantle rheology is assumed, but is

unlikely for a wet rheology.

The temperatures underneath regions of a thickened, thermally isolating crust
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can locally exceed the average mantle temperature by up to 100 K (Schu-

macher and Breuer, 2007). Although this is surely insufficient to heat the

mantle and produce partial melt for a wet mantle rheology, this effect will fur-

ther reduce the depth the plumes need to penetrate if a dry mantle rheology

is assumed.

If dislocation creep were the dominant deformation mechanism in the Martian

mantle, energy transport would be less efficient and current mantle temper-

atures would be higher than those presented here. The properties of non-

Newtonian rheologies can be approximated by Newtonian flow with reduced

activation enthalpy (Christensen, 1984), resulting in higher average viscosi-

ties, consistent with the larger observed crustal production rates for non-

Newtonian flow laws (Hauck and Phillips, 2002). Scaling laws derived from

non-Newtonian mantle convection simulations (Solomatov and Moresi, 2002)

indicate that time-dependent convection models using dislocation creep have

mantle temperatures which are on average about 100 K higher than models

using diffusion creep for similar stagnant lid thicknesses and surface heat flows.

This implies that dislocation creep would make partial mantle melting easier

to achieve, possibly allowing for melt production for a dry rheology without

further need for strong mantle plumes.

Significant amounts of water in the Martian mantle are required to lower the

mantle solidus and allow for partial mantle melting for wet mantle rheolo-

gies. While an average of 2000 ppm Xbulk
H2O is required to sufficiently lower the
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solidus to cause hydrous mantle melting, this amount can locally be reduced

to 1300 ppm under regions of a thermally isolating crust. If dislocation creep

were the dominant deformation mechanism in the Martian mantle, this could

be further reduced by another 500 ppm. Although it is usually assumed that

only moderate amounts of water in concentrations of 36 ppm are present in

the Martian mantle (Wänke and Dreibus, 1994), no consensus on the H2O

concentration has been reached so far. Geochemical analysis of the SNC me-

teorites suggests that the water content of the SNC parent magmas might be

as high as 1.8 wt% (McSween et al., 2001). Depending on the melt fraction,

this implies a higher mantle water content (Katz et al., 2003). Trace element

concentrations indicate that the melt fraction is between 2 and 10 % in the

shergottites (Norman, 1999; Borg and Draper, 2003), such that locally mantle

water contents of 500 to 2000 ppm H2O seem possible. Hydrous mantle melting

could therefore also account for the observed present day volcanic activity.

We conclude that although models satisfying the constraints posed by Te >

300 km and the observed recent volcanism can be constructed, special assump-

tions regarding the concentration and distribution of radioactive elements,

the style of mantle convection and/or the mantle’s volatile content need to

be made. For a moderate crustal enrichment of heat producing elements the

Martian bulk composition needs to be 25% and 50% sub-chondritic for wet

and dry mantle rheologies, respectively. Also, if the less favored dry mantle

rheology is assumed, strong plumes caused by, e.g., a strongly pressure depen-
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dent viscosity or endothermic phase transitions near the core-mantle boundary

are probably required to allow for decompression melting. For a wet mantle

rheology, large mantle water contents of the order of 1000 ppm are required

to allow for partial mantle melting.

Even then, models resulting in a globally averaged elastic thicknesses of Te >

300 km are difficult to reconcile with most elastic thickness estimates available

for the Hesperian and Amazonian periods. It therefore seems likely that elastic

thicknesses in excess of 300 km are not representative for the bulk of the planet

and that Te has a large degree of spatial heterogeneity (Phillips et al., 2008).
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Fig.1: Contour plots of todays elastic thickness Te as a function of the fraction

of radiogenic elements in the crust Λ and the fraction of radiogenic elements

with respect to the reference model (Wänke and Dreibus, 1994) φ for (a) a

wet and (b) a dry mantle rheology.

Fig.2: The elastic lithosphere thickness Te as a function of time for thermal

evolution models with (a) and (c) a wet and (b) and (d) a dry mantle rheology,

varying the crustal thermal conductivity kc. The bulk concentration of heat

producing elements has been reduced with respect to the reference model

(Wänke and Dreibus, 1994) such that todays elastic thickness is ∼300 km.

Remaining radioactive elements have concentrations of (a) φ = 0.5, (b) φ =

0.75, (c) φ = 0.65 and (d) φ = 1 with respect to the reference model. Heat

producing elements are enriched in the crust and Λ = 0.5 and 0.65 in (a)-(b)

and (c)-(d), respectively. Elastic thickness estimates from the literature (see

text) are also given.

Fig.3: Temperature profile in the Martian mantle and the temperature of

mantle plumes as compared to the solidus temperature of peridotite for (a)

a wet and (b) a dry mantle rheology. The fraction of radiogenic elements in

the crust Λ is 0.5 and the fraction of radiogenic elements with respect to the

reference model (Wänke and Dreibus, 1994) is (a) φ = 0.5 and (b) φ = 0.75,

resulting in elastic thicknesses of 300 km.

Fig.4: (a)-(b): Contour plots of the depth of decompression melting in per
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cent of the stagnant lid thickness as a function of the fraction of radiogenic

elements in the crust Λ and the fraction of radiogenic elements with respect

to the reference model (Wänke and Dreibus, 1994) φ for (a) a wet and (b) a

dry mantle rheology. (c)-(d): Same as (a)-(b), but for the difference between

the temperature at the base of the stagnant lid and the solidus temperature

of peridotite. Shaded regions correspond to models resulting in Te > 300 km

(cp. Fig. 1).

Fig.5: Peridotite solidus reduction ΔTsol as a function of water content of the

mantle rock Xbulk
H2O.

Fig.6: Contour plots of the surface heat flow Fs as a function of the fraction

of radiogenic elements in the crust Λ and the fraction of radiogenic elements

with respect to the reference model (Wänke and Dreibus, 1994) φ for (a) a wet

and (b) a dry mantle rheology. Shaded regions correspond to models resulting

in Te > 300 km (cp. Fig. 1). Fs is given in mW m−2.
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Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.
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Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.
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